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Personal branding (for me) is 
the strategic creation and 

effort placed in the direction 
of creating an image of an 
individual in the mind of 

others. 

(Best done in an authentic way).



All of words imagery, words 
and experience.



A promise kept.
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Old school.



Old school.
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Old school.



Personal branding is your 
opportunity to own the 
narrative about you.











Increased reach. 
A new channel. 

Great business development.
New opportunities. 

Revenue.
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Self taught.

Ash Jones. Greater Influence.
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Easy life.



Easiest life = Just doing you.



 Be as ‘you’ as you’re 
comfortable with.



🍑





1. Set expectations.

Non-salesy.
Chill out.



2. Why?

Reasons: Fame. Fortune. 
Charity. 

Write it down as a mission 
statment.



3. Target audience.

What do they want to hear? 
Marmite.



4. Strategy.

What do you want to be known for?
Content Pillars. (Solves biggest 

problem of them all)



Social Media Small 
Businesses

Kindness Networking

Facebook tips How to run Acts of 
generosity

Tips for 
networking

How to run live 
sessions

The experience 
of being a 
business owner

Interesting 
stories of 
people you’ve 
met networking

Social media 
stats

Sharing pics of 
events people 
should go to



http://blog.hellosocial.com.au/blog/s
ocial-media-basics-what-are-content-p

illars



5. Lifecycle.

How? Tactics and channels.



Awareness. 
Consideration. 

Purchase.
Retention. 
Advocacy.



6. Analysis.

Same old metrics.
Shield Analytics.





7. Did I mention chill out?



Linkedin.



Upside down social 
media network.



Reach.



Upside down social 
media network.





Reach = Imprecise and vanity 
driven.



Reach = Potential.



Art and Science.





Don’t worry about posting all 
the time. Wait till you have 

something useful to say.



Practice makes perfect.



Stick to your pillars.



Topical is good.



But not opportunistic.



Don’t get lost in the metrics. Go 
back to your why - if it’s business 

driven, look at this first.



‘You’ is a powerful word.



Find folks you admire.



Find folks you admire.
And copy them.



Find folks you admire.
And copy them.

In your own style.



Video is great.



Just do it.



COVID.

Now is the time to be giving, 
helping, and being kind. 



Summary.



Personal branding is a 
horrible word for a useful 

thing. This thing just 
requires you to be you, but 

you can layer strategy on, if 
you want to.




